Abstract. We study the task of learning to rank images given a text query, a problem that is complicated by the issue of multiple senses. That is, the senses of interest are typically the visually distinct concepts that a user wishes to retrieve. In this paper, we propose to learn a ranking function that optimizes the ranking cost of interest and simultaneously discovers the disambiguated senses of the query that are optimal for the supervised task. Note that no supervised information is given about the senses. Experiments performed on web images and the ImageNet dataset show that using our approach leads to a clear gain in performance.
Introduction
Ranking an image database given a text query (i.e. the image retrieval task) has found growing importance due to its popularization through internet image search engines. Users' text queries typically contain only one or two words so their intent is not always clear, often leaving several possible interpretations, or senses, that should be retrieved. This provides a machine learning system with two related difficulties: first to automatically understand what are the possible senses of the text query. Secondly, to understand for any given image in the database which sense, if any, is relevant to decide whether to retrieve it.
Apart from being of academic interest, we believe that a surprisingly large number of random queries can be positively impacted by image and word sense discrimination. Our reasoning is the following: although many queries might be considered to have one sense in terms of their dictionary definition, they can often have several senses in terms of images. For example, the query "France" has relevant images from several distinct senses: images of the French flag, maps of the country, images of cities (such as Paris) and images of monuments (such as the Eiffel tower) to name a few.
In this work, we propose a model that tries to explicitly learn the senses of a given query that optimizes an image ranking cost function jointly over all senses. The training data for our image ranking task is of the standard types: either clickthrough based (how many users clicked on a given image for a given query) or human-annotated (labeled as to whether this image is relevant for this query). Hence, our data does not contain any information about the number or type of senses per query. We thus propose to learn the senses in the following way: model the desired ranking function as containing S components for the S senses, and (1) optimize the overall ranking loss for all senses jointly (and also optimize S). We show that this approach provides improved ranking metrics over systems that do not model the senses both for random queries and particularly for queries with multiple senses. Simultaneously, our work provides an interpretable model where we can examine the senses that have been learned.
Related work
Work on image retrieval covers a large number of methods. Almost all systems comprise of two steps: choosing a feature representation for the data (i.e. how to represent the images) and then a learning scheme to connect the query text to the images, as represented by their features. One of the simplest methods to understand, that also happens to bring very reasonable performance, is that of large margin rank-based learning of a linear model in the chosen image feature space, such as implemented by the Pamir system [1] which uses online gradient updates. Pamir was shown to perform well compared to several other models such as SVM [2] , PLSA [3] and Cross-Media Relevance Models [4] . Nearest neighbor models [5] and metric learning models combined with nearest neighbor have more recently been proposed [6] . Finally, a neural network approach that avoids an explicit feature map design step by learning the feature representation was described in [7] . To our knowledge, none of the above systems try to learn a model that takes into account the senses of the query text explicitly (although there are some such systems, described below).
In the field of natural language processing, the tasks of word sense disambiguation and word sense discrimination (focusing on text alone) are well studied. Word sense disambiguation is perhaps the more well known task of selecting the sense of a word given its context from a predefined set of possibilities. Word sense discrimination, which is more related to our goals in this work, involves dividing the usages of a word into different meanings given only unannotated corpora. Word sense disambiguation typically uses a supervised signal of some kind, either from resources like WordNet [8] , or from labeled text (e.g. Senseval 1 data). Unsupervised word sense discrimination typically tries to cluster senses using context, for example [9, 10] . Word sense discrimination has also been applied to the task of information retrieval for text documents, see e.g. [11] . See [12] or [13] for an overview of this field.
The problem of polysemy with images is widely recognized as being difficult [14] , [15] and still largely unsolved. Recently, several authors proposed methods using both text and images for word sense disambiguation. The authors of [16] performed spectral clustering in both the text and image domain and evaluated how well the clusters matched different senses. However, as recognized in [17] , this method fails to assign a sense label to images. Instead, [17] proposed to compute the likelihood of a particular word sense for a given web image but their method requires the use of a dictionary model which is additional information that we do not consider in this paper. Another approach, proposed by [18] , uses Wikipedia to find the senses of a word. Their method uses LDA to learn latent visual topics and then learns a model of the wiki-senses in the latent space. The authors of [19] also propose to use the context words in documents to infer the senses of images, something we do not consider here. Finally, [20] proposes to model the joint probability of words and image regions, which requires labels associated to each region, which is again something not available in our setup.
The model introduced in the next section proposes to treat different word senses as latent variables. Although the optimization could be done with Latent Structured SVM [21] , this would require an expensive loss-augmented inference step to find the most violated constraint over the entire set of negative images. Other latent models like Multiple instance ranking (MIRank) [22] could also be used. However, given the large number of training images used in our experiments, we found the stochastic gradient descent procedure described in section 3 to be very well suited, mostly because it is easy to implement, highly scalable, and can be trained online.
Model
We design our model for the standard image retrieval task which is defined as follows: we are given a set of text-based queries and a set of training data associated with each query. The training data consists of positive training images x + ∈ X + q that are relevant to the query q and negative training images x − ∈ X − q that are irrelevant. The goal is, given a query, to rank a set of (previously unseen) test images such that relevant images are ranked at the top of the list, above the irrelevant ones. Even though no information about the senses of a query (and hence the senses of the relevant images) is given in the training data, a query such as "jaguar" has at least two kinds of relevant images: images of cars, and of Panthera (big cats). The key aspect of our method is that we want to model that phenomenon. For that goal, we define a ranking function, per query, and per sense:
where q is the query, x ∈ R D is an input image (represented with features in a D-dimensional space), W q,s are the parameters of the model and s is the s th sense for this query. The ranking function returns a real-valued output that measures the degree of match between a query q and an image x, where a large value means a higher match.
For a given query, after we scored an image in terms of its relevance match with respect to each sense, we then combine those scores to give an overall relevance match, independent of sense:
where S(q) is the number of semantic classes (and hence hyperplanes) that are used for the given query q (i.e., the number of discovered senses is variable depending on the query). Our justification for using the max in Eq. 2 is because if an image is relevant with respect to any one of the senses (and typically it is only relevant for one, e.g. the "jaguar" example above), then it is indeed relevant for the query. Also, note that using a sum instead of a max would gain nothing as that is the same as a single hyperplane with parameters equal to the sum of the hyperplanes W sum q = s∈S(q) W q,s . Finally, we then rank the entire set of images by their matching scores using f q (x).
To train our model we need to deal with two of its non-standard properties: (i) we do not know which sense an image belongs to, so the hyperplane it should be assigned to is unknown without the max function; and (ii) we do not know how many total senses S(q) there are for each query. We solve problem (ii) by cross-validation, trying each value of S(q) (in our experiments, we consider up to 5 possible senses) and selecting the one that does best. To solve problem (i) we directly train our model, with a fixed number of senses S(q), so that the maximum sense score of a positive image is greater than the maximum sense score for a negative image, plus some margin:
We also consider regularizing the weight vectors by enforcing the following constraints: ||W q,s || ≤ C, ∀q, s where C is a constant whose value is determined empirically. That is, our overall optimization problem is: minimize
where the slack variables ξ measure the margin-based ranking error per constraint. As all the parameters are actually decoupled between queries q, we can learn the parameters independently per query (and hence train in parallel). We choose Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as the optimization method, giving us one more free parameter to optimize over, the learning rate λ. 2 The steps for training our system, which we call IMax, are given in Algorithm 1.
Analysis of the senses learned by the model
After learning we can analyze the word/image senses our model has learned. For any given query, we can first look at the value S(q) that is learned (i.e., Pick a random negative example
− . Project weights to enforce constraints ||Wq,s|| ≤ C: the number of senses that are chosen). Secondly, we can rank the database of images by each sense submodel of the model, i.e. we can produce a ranked list of images for each f (q, s). Presumably, each submodel should be identifying a different sense/aspect of the query concept. Finally, in order to further understand the actual word sense that each submodel is identifying we propose the following technique. We first find the top N most similar hyperplanes to W (q, s) by measuring
||W (q,s)||·||W (q ,s ))|| for all q where q = q and all s ∈ S(q ). That is, by measuring the cosine similarity between hyperplanes we find the most similar concepts from individual senses from other queries. Then, we can return the query text for each of the top-scoring q . The idea is that if we find multiple senses for the query "jaguar" then one of the senses should be similar to queries like "lion" and "tiger" and the other sense should be similar to queries like "Audi" and "BMW". If so, we are truly "discovering" the senses of the query.
Experimental results
We conducted experiments on two datasets: a proprietary web dataset collected via user clicks on images for given queries, and the ImageNet dataset [24] .
Baselines
Linear Ranker Our main baseline is a large margin ranking model in the style of PAMIR [1] which was shown to perform well compared to SVM, PLSA and other methods on image ranking tasks. PAMIR uses the passive-aggressive weight updates, but for ease of comparison we follow the process of Algorithm 1 (i.e., the same algorithm except that S(q) = 1 for all q).
Max-Avg relaxation
We relax the IMax algorithm by minimizing:
That is, we have the same algorithm as IMax except that the max operation over negative examples is not present in the constraints, but instead one separate constraint per sense is used. The purpose of this baseline is to show the importance of the max operation during the training stage.
Avg-Avg relaxation
We considered the further simplification of removing the max operations altogether. This leaves us with the following optimization problem: minimize
Without any max operations during training at all, the learning of the parameters for each sense becomes decoupled and this is equivalent to learning an ensemble of S(q) rankers.
Image representation
We used the same feature representation adopted in [25] . Various spatial [26] and multiscale color and texton histograms [27] are combined for a total of about 5 × 10 5 dimensions. The descriptors being somewhat sparse by nature (around 50, 000 non-zero weights per image), we perform Kernel PCA [28] on the combined features using the intersection kernel [29] to produce a 100 dimensional input vector. [25] showed that training on these features for the related task of image annotation outperforms sparse bag-of-visual term features, e.g. as used in [1] . In fact, we tried some preliminary experiments on our own task and came to the same conclusions, which is not surprising as the tasks are quite related.
Experiments on Web Data
We had access to a proprietary database of images taken from the web, where for each (query, image) pair the number of anonymized user clicks have been recorded, an indicator that users believe this image is relevant for the given query. We randomly extracted a set of 565 queries and 96,812 images totaled over all queries that had been clicked at least 50 times. For each query, we split the corresponding set of images into three sets for training (60%), validation (20%) and test sets (20%). We selected a further 100,000 images at random from the set of all possible images to use as negative examples for any given query, which again is split into train, validation and test portions.
Experiments on ImageNet
The ImageNet dataset [24] (Spring 2010 release) contains 12,184,113 images and 17,624 synsets (categories) organized according to the semantic hierarchy of WordNet [8] . Multiple words can belong to each synset, e.g. "cell" belongs to a synset for cell phones and jail cells. We randomly chose 389 queries among the phrases that belong to multiple synsets, corresponding to a total of 216,486 images. For each query, we again split the set of images into training (60%), validation (20%) and test sets (20%). We again selected a further 100,000 images at random from the set of all possible images to use as negative examples for any given query, which is split into train, validation and test portions.
Evaluation Metrics
We report results averaged over all queries using two evaluation metrics: AUC and precision@k. The pairwise-ranking loss, or AUC, is measured per-query as:
Precision@k is calculated by first ranking all images (both positive and negative) for a given query, and then looking at the top k ranked images:
where x 1 is the top ranked image, x 2 is in second position and so on.
Results
Main Ranking Results A summary of the main ranking evaluation results of our experiments is given in Table 1 . IMax outperforms Linear rankers on both datasets for both metrics, and also outperforms the relaxed optimization problems that approximate it. The improvement on ImageNet (e.g. from 9.1% to 7.7% AUC) is larger than on Web Data (7.7% to 7.4% AUC) which can be explained by the fact that for ImageNet we deliberately selected ambiguous queries, whereas the Web Data are randomly sampled queries. The fact that our model makes an improvement over a broad range of queries seems quite encouraging, and we will analyze this further later in this Section.
Approximate Optimization Baselines The two relaxed optimization problems that approximate IMax perform worse. In fact, Avg-Avg, which avoids using the max function completely during training brings no gains compared to a Linear ranker, we believe it fails to recover the senses. The Max-Avg relaxation on the other hand, which does use the max but only for positive examples, brings roughly half the gains of IMax. This shows the importance of optimizing the right function, rather than approximating it. We note that the max function is often approximated by the sum (see e.g. the literature on multiclass classifiers [30, 31] ) but in our setting we believe the use of the max function is essential.
Ranking Results And Sense Discrimination On the Web Data, we observe a gain in terms of AUC compared to the Linear ranker on 59% of the queries, losses on 27% and draws on 13%. Breakdowns of the number of queries that are predicted S senses by IMax, together with the AUC loss for only that subset of the queries, are given in Table 2 . One can see that the more senses IMax The images returned by the IMax ranking functions f (q, s) for three discovered senses s = 1, . . . , 3 of the queries "palm", "jaguar", "iphone" and "china" from Web Data. Different senses focus on different meanings, e.g. panthera and cars for "jaguar", phones and trees for "palm" or maps, scenes and people for "china".
(1)(2) and Jason Weston Nearest annotations learnt by IMax for two queries: "jaguar" and "palm".
IMax clearly captures different senses, see Figure 1 for the corresponding images.
jaguar s = 1 jaguar logo, jaguar xf, mazda, jaguar xk, jaguar xj, chrysler 300m, jaguar xkr, porsche, toyota, hyundai, aston martin vanquish, e coupe, citroen metropolis, 911 turbo, mclaren mercedes, vw passat 2011, bugatti 2010. jaguar s = 2 seat ibiza 2010, volkswagen polo, peugeot 308 cc, challenger 2010, tengerpart, citroen c4 tuning, iarna, polo 9n, yves tanguy, 308 cc, parachute, duvar sticker, asx, toyota yaris, seat toledo, seat ibiza st, honda accord coupe, hanna barbera, corolla 2011, cyd charisse. jaguar s = 3 jaguar animal, bengal tiger, tigar, amur leopard, harimau, tiger pictures, gepard, tijgers, leopardos, bengal tigers, big cats, cheetah, tigre.
palm s = 1 blackberry, lg gd900, future phones, blackberry 9800, blackberry 9800 torch, smartphone, blackberry curve, nokia e, nokia phones, lg phones, cellulari nokia, nokia, nokia mobile phones, blackberry pearl, nokia mobile, lg crystal, smartphones. palm s = 2 palmier, palm tree, coconut tree, money tree, dracaena, palme, baum, olive tree, tree clip art, tree clipart, baobab, dracena, palma, palm tree clip art, palmera, palms, green flowers, palm trees, palmeras. palm s = 3 palmenstrand, beautiful beaches, playas paradisiacas, palms, beaches, lagoon, tropical beach, maldiverna, polinesia, tropical beaches, beach wallpaper, beautiful beach, praias, florida keys, paisajes de playas, playas del caribe, ocean wallpaper, karibik, tropical islands, playas.
predicts for a query, the bigger the gain over the Linear ranker. Although this effect tails off at S = 5 on the Web Data, it does not on ImageNet.
A further breakdown of results can be found in Tables 4 and 5 , which show the AUC for training, validation and test sets. We report results both for the selected number of senses chosen by validation error (Best s) and by fixing s to be the same value for every query (note, "Best s" is variable per-query). Most of the gains are achieved from s = 1 to s = 2, although the error is still decreasing slightly even at fixed s = 5. Similar conclusions can be made about p@k from Tables 6 and 7 . The top wins and losses per query are given in Table 8 . On ImageNet, the top wins are much bigger in terms of gain than the worst losses are in terms of negative gain (loss). For the Web Data, the wins are clearly often multiple meaning queries such as "bass" (guitar, fish), "ape" (animal, footwear, vehicle), "axe" (deoderant, weapon) and "fox" (animal, Megan Fox). The next subsection provides a detailed analysis for some particular queries. Figures 1 and 2 show the images returned by the IMax submodel ranking functions for four queries from Web Data ("jaguar", "palm", "iphone" and "china") and one query from ImageNet, "cell". We show the image ranking given by f (q, s) for three of the senses s = 1, . . . , 3 (the combined ranking f (q) is a combination of these using the max function, not shown). It is quite clear to see that each submodel has focused on a different sense or aspect for those queries. For the query "palm", the model learns phones, plants and beach images in the three different submodels. For the query "jaguar", the model learns animals, and two different car models / car model backgrounds. For "cell", it learns jail cells and two types of cell phones. Table 3 shows the nearest annotations for each discovered sense for "jaguar" and "palm" as described in Section 3.1. These results were obtained by training 100,000 rankers (for 100,000 random queries) and finding the closest queries for each sense (with the most similar learnt models). We believe the results show surprisingly good discovery of senses, considering the unsupervised nature of the task. For "jaguar", sense 3 is close to "jaguar animal", "bengal tiger" and many other panthera-related queries (more than 10). Sense 1, on the other hand, is close to "jaguar logo", "jaguar xf", "mazda" and "jaguar xk" -clearly a car model-related query. Similarly for "palm", sense 1 is related to "blackberry" and "smartphones", sense 2 is related to "'palm tree" and "coconut tree", and sense
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